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0 of 0 review helpful The thinking thing meditating on god soul and body By Roberto Rigolin Ferreira Lopes We are 
1641 Descartes or the thinking thing as he calls himself is meditating about the existence of a god telling apart soul 
and body Medieval follies apart the fun here comes from his ingenious methodology building the argument First he 
admits being aware of his ignorance therefore prone to errors Seco Ren eacute Descartes 1596 1650 is not only one of 
the men who belongs in the pantheon of the West rsquo s greatest thinkers he influenced everyone else who belongs 
there too Descartes was a French philosopher mathematician and writer who spent most of his life in the Dutch 
Republic during its Golden Age where he earned the title ldquo Father of Modern Philosophy rdquo Indeed 
subsequent Western philosophy came from his writing on empiricism and thought which a About the Author Rene 
Descartes 
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